
 
 
 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

INDUSTRIAL VISIT—COMMERCE DEPARTMENT



 



 



 



 



 



1. Industrial Visit: 

INDUSTRIAL VISIT REPORT 

Place 1: Udaya Group of Industries, Manipal. 
 

 
 

 

Objectives: 
 

1) Understanding production mechanism and management function. 

2) This visit has exposed all students with industry working environment, 

culture,employee satisfaction and issue of the company and future plans. 

About Udaya Group of Industries: 
 

Since 1979, Udaya Group has found recognition for fineness in each of its product. 

The group’s motive to design and develop superior quality products has enabled it to 

gauge the pulse of the customer. Today due to its work ethics and quality, the 

company has earned a huge list of clients in India and abroad and its keeps on 

increasing each passing day. Udaya Group provides services of manufacturing, retail, 

and online marketing. Mr. Ramesh A Bangera is the founder of Udaya Group of 

Industries. Their manufacturing units are: 



1) Udaya Aluminium Industries, Manipal. 

2) BB Aluminium Products, Manipal. 

3) RR Aluminium Products, Manipal. 

4) Udaya Steels, Manipal. 

5) Udaya Kitchenext, Udupi. 

6) Udaya Sales Corporation, Manipal. 

7) Udaya Foundries, Manipal. 

Not only these, they have their branches all over Karnataka. 

 

 
 

Details of the journey: 
 

We started travelling from the college campus at 9:45 A.M. via bus along with our 

co- ordinators faculties. We reached to the Udaya Group of Industries premises at 

Manipal withinhalf an hour. At the very beginning of our visit we met Mr. Hemanth 

Devadiga at the entrance of the main-gate who was the incharge of the Industry. We 

were divided into two groups. And accordingly we were sent in to know more about 

the industry. 



Each workers had their own departments. Few dealt in making lids, screws, 

plates, pans,cooker etc. Once these process were done they were sent for cooling 

process. 

 

 

In this process, the incharge were only womens. We got many more information of how 

the process was done, and also the process of magic pot vessel. To get the vessels in a 

proper shapes, 100 tons deep drawing press machines were used. 
 

And the remaining wastes of aluminium and steels were used to prepare handles for 

all the vessels. 



 

 

After attending the Udaya Kitchenext, we went to another branch of the same 

industry which was 10 minutes of gap named BB Aluminium Products. 

 

 

 
Here we got to know the process of preparing the steels by melting the large plates 

into liquidform to make sheets in different shapes. 

 



Later on, we got to know about Annealing process where they keep the large thick 

sheets of aluminium in the heater and keep the fire till it reduces the hardness to 

make it more workable. This process is done for the whole day, without untouched. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Conclusion: 



This industrial visit gave a lot of information about various aspects of production, 

marketing as well as the operation of a company. The staffs were very helpful to 

make us understand every part of the industry. 

 

 

Place 2: Karnataka Milk Federation (KMF), Kulshekar, Mangalore. 
 
 

 

 

 
About KMF Mangalore: 

Dakshina Kannada cooperative milk producer union was established during the year 

1986 covering Dakshina Kannada and Udupi districts jurisdiction. The union has two 

diaries at Mangalore and Manipal with processing capacity of 3.85 Lakh litre per day. 

They produce and sell ghee, butter, milk, curd, peda, lassi, mysore pak at the brand 

“Nandini”. “Nandini” is family name of pure and fresh milk and milk products. 

Details of the journey: 
 

After visiting the Udaya Kitchenext Industry, Manipal we started travelling to 

mangalore KMF. It was around 11:30 A.M., and on the way at 1:00 P.M. we went to 

the restaurant to have our lunch and at 2:00 P.M. we left the restaurant and headed 

further. We reached KMFat 2:30 P.M. Security is provided in front of the gate. No one 

is allowed to enter the premises with prior permission. The security is provided at entry 



and exit points. All the visitors should sign the visitor register to enter and exit the 

premises.We had to cover ourselves with hair caps, the incharger of the KMF gave 

brief information about the products that they produce and sell. 

 

 

 
Types of Milk: 

 

 
1) Pasteurised toned milk : This milk packet is available in blue coloured packet, 

and it is Karnataka’s highest selling and most preferred milk. This milk contains  

minimum 3.0% fat and minimum 8.5% SNF content, which makes the best 

choice for all purposes and all generation. It is available in 200 ml, 250 ml, 500 

ml, 1 litre and 6 litre. 

 

2) Nandini Homogenised Cow’s Pure Milk : This packet is available in green 

coloured packet, it is nutrient rich which contains minimum 3.5% fat and 

minimum 8.5% SNF. It is available in 200 ml, 250 ml, 500 ml, 1 litre and 6 litre 

pouches. 

 
 

 
3) Nandini Samrudhi Pasteurised Full Cream Milk: This packet is available in 

purplecoloured packet, which contains minimum 6.0% fat and 9.0 % SNF. It is 

best used for preparing homemade sweets. It is available in 200 ml, 250 ml, 

500 ml, and 1 litre pouches. 

 

4) Nandini Shubham Gold Milk : This packet is available in orange coloured 



packet, pure pasteurized milk having 5% fat and 9% SNF. Processed with all the 

goodness of healthymilk for growth in children. It is available in 500 ml and 1 

litre pouches only in Ballari. 

Milk Processing :Milk constitutes are divided mainly into three groups namely – fat soluble, 

water soluble,solid-not-fat (SNF). The relative ease with which milk can be converted into a 

wide variety of 

products makes it extremely useful base material. In some cases, milk undergoes 

relatively limited processing, consisting of heat treatment to increase the bacterial 

shelf life of the product and homogenization to increase the physical shelf life 

through fat separation. 

The cooling process of the milk is done below 4^c to suppress the bacterial 

activity, so that the shelf life is extended upto 12-18 hours and facilitates further 

processing of the milk. Milk is chilled by passing through the plate chiller, milk and 

cold water is passed in counter current manner resulting in the cooling of milk and 

stored in silos. 

 

 
 
 



Conclusion: 

DKMU Ltd has adapted modern quality control measures and techniques in the 

dairy. Several biochemical and microbial of milk products is carried out for the 

assurance of quality of day to day sample. Acidity test, turbidity test, moisture test, 

clot on boiling test, adulteration test, lactometer reading and microbial analysis. 

Along with these the packing material are also controlled the timing of the processing 

and analysis along with the  result are noted down in records. 

Mr. K P Sucharitha Shetty the President 

of KMF, Mangalore spoke to us 

regarding the same. And encouraged 

all of us by stating that we need to 

build and grow the agricultural sectors 

in future. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO NANDINI DAIRY 

 
 

Learning objectives: 
 

To understand the processing of various milk and milk products. 

 
Process: 

 

On Friday, 15th of July 2022, almost 40 students of final BCom along with 4 lecturers 

participated in theindustrial visit organized by our college. Our first destination was Udaya 

Kitchenext located in Manipal where we saw the manufacturing and packaging of 

aluminium kitchenware. It was an interesting and informative process. Our next destination 

was Karnataka Milk Federation in Mangalore. Here is a brief report on our findings: 

The Karnataka Milk Federation (KMF) is a dairy cooperative from Karnataka, India, 

which sells productssuch milk, curd, ghee, butter, ice cream, paneer and sweets under the 

brand name Nandini. It isa federation of milk producers under the ownership of Ministry of 

Cooperation, Government of Karnataka. Almost every district in state of Karnataka has milk 

producing co-operatives. The milk is collected from farmers who are its members, processed 

and sold in the market by the brand of Nandini. 

KMF is a bridge between farmers from rural areas. There are 15 unions all over Karnataka. 

Mr. Abhishek guided us through our tour around the dairy whilst providing necessary 

information. The journey of Nandini milk begins when milk is collected from rural areas, 

coming under the BMCC, in large tankers which are then dropped off at KMF Mangalore. 

The milk is thoroughly tested in the labs to indicate whether it will coagulate on thermal 

processing. It is then supplied through pipes into big tanks where it goes through a process 

called standardisation. Standardisation of milk refers to the raising and lowering ofthe milk 

fat and solids, not fat content of milk, to prepare different varieties of milk. The 

standardisedmilk is then sent to packaging unit where it is packaged in different packs based 

on the fat content. 

The milk is divided into various pipelines where it reaches other units to produce the related 

milk products. Curd is prepared by fermenting the milk under right conditions and packaged 



immediately to retain freshness. The process for culturing lassi is the same with addition of 

sugar and a spice blend in case of buttermilk. In a different unit ghee and butter are prepared 

using large vessels to hold the mixture for clarification. Ghee is one of their premium product 

that is sealed with freshness for It is then put in containers of various sizes and labelled. 

Butter is churned with 85% fat upto 80⁰ C and frozen in various sizes. Another unit shows the 

process of production of different sweets produced. It was explained to us that milk with a fat 

content of 4.5% is preheated to a certain temperature and then boiled thoroughly before 

adding sugar, ghee and various natural flavourings to it. It is then cooled down, shaped 

and packaged differently according to the type of dessert. In the same place was produced 

khova and their only chocolate product called Nandini bite. The interesting thing about this 

unit was that there were only lady workers doing everything. 

A short list of all the products available under Nandini are briefly listed below: 

1. Milk: 

 Toned milk(1.5% fat content) 

 Pasteurised(2% fat content) 

 Full fat(3.5% fat content) 

 Trupti(UHT treated for shelf life of 3 months) 

2. Curd 

3. Buttermilk 

4. Lassi 

5. Flavoured milk 

Available in glass and PET bottles in 5 different flavours 

 Badam 

 Pista 

 Rose 

 Elaichi 

 Banana 

6. Khova 

7. Fresh cream 

8. Paneer 

9. Butter 



10. Sweets 

 Peda 

 Mysore pak 

 Cashew barfi 

 Godhi ladoo 

 Nandini bite 

 Cookies 

 

Mr. Abhishek also gave us information on what is done when there is excess of milk. He told 

us that the excess milk is transported to a different factory where it is dried and made into 

milk powder. The milk powder is made in such a way that it retains all the nutrients that are 

present in fresh milk. It is generally used in schools, military camps and other places to 

provide people with same nutrients that fresh milk would provide with convenience. 

It was explained that whenever there is an excess in the milk supply with no significant 

increase in the demand for it, the milk gets transported to another location where it is 

solidified and made into a powder. This excess is generally said to occur in the monsoon 

seasons when cows lactate more than normal and there is no increase in demand for fresh 

milk or milk products. 

On our way out, they treated us with refreshing cold lassis. Then we got to speak to the 

president, , who talked to us about the growing milk sectors and the vast amount of 

opportunities available in it. He also wished us good luck for our futures. It was indeed a 

great opportunity for everyone to learn and observe the origination of a regular household 

item. 

 

Conclusion: 

This industrial visit gave us a lot of information about the various aspects of production, 

marketing as well as operation of the dairy. It is also concluded that Nandini is the first 

preference of both customers and retailers because of its brand image and price. Industrial 

visits provide students with a chance to meet industry leaders, professionals, and corporates 

who share their wisdom, learning and experiences. 
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